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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

MEET A SCIENTOLOGIST BREAKS BREAD WITH BAKERS PETER 
AND HELENA STORFER 

Los Angeles, CA – November 19, 2019 – Scientology Network’s MEET A 
SCIENTOLOGIST, the weekly series spotlighting the everyday lives of 
Scientologists from around the world and all walks of life, announces an 
episode featuring the owners of the award-winning bakery Knusperstube, 
Peter and Helena Storfer, premiering on November 19, 2019. 

MEET A SCIENTOLOGIST airs Tuesdays at 8 p.m. ET/PT on Scientology 
Network. 

Peter and Helena Storfer are the husband and wife entrepreneurs behind 
Knusperstube, Austria’s hottest bakery. Knusperstube has been in the 
Storfer family for three generations, but under Peter and Helena’s leadership, 
it is a modern-day success story delivering high-quality, certified organic 
bread to cities across all of Austria. 

ABOUT PETER AND HELENA STORFER 
Peter Storfer was born and raised in Wolfsburg, Austria, where he began his 
career as a bread boy at his grandfather’s knee. Peter and Helena, his wife 
and partner, have dedicated their lives to learning every facet of this family 
business, from creating the crustiest breads with the fluffiest centers to 
innovating a method that delivers fresh bread to stores across the country. In 
1995, European trade regulations flooded the market with cheap 
competitors—a move that almost bankrupt the bakery. After Peter and 
Helena first took charge of Knusperstube, they doubled down, not to create 
a cheaper bread, but a better one using finer ingredients from an old-world 
recipe. Their tenacity paid off. Today, Knusperstube is a nationally 
recognized, award-winning bakery that produces five tons of baked goods 
every single day. The Storfer family carries on a tradition of breaking bread 
with friends and strangers all over Austria. 
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The Scientology Network debuted on March 12, 2018. Since launching, the 
Scientology Network has been viewed in 240 countries and territories 
worldwide in 17 languages. Satisfying the curiosity of people about 
Scientology, the network takes viewers across six continents, spotlighting 
the everyday lives of Scientologists; showing the Church as a global 
organization; and presenting its social betterment programs that have 
touched the lives of millions worldwide. The Network also showcases 
documentaries by Independent filmmakers who represent a cross section of 
cultures and faiths, but share a common purpose of uplifting communities. 

Broadcast from Scientology Media Productions, the Church’s global media 
center in Los Angeles, the Scientology Network can be streamed at 
scientology.tv and is available through satellite television on DIRECTV 
Channel 320, mobile apps and via the Roku, Amazon Fire and Apple TV 
platforms. 

CONTACT: 
Media Relations 
(323) 960-3500 
mediarelations@churchofscientology.net 
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